
IGLOOTEL
Event-Location | Bar | Restaurant | Hotel

ARCTIC SNOW EXPERIENCE 



… only about 50 km south of the Arctic Circle, 
the unique IGLOOTEL is opening its doors once 
more right at the start of the winter season.

This incomparable snow and ice event hotel 
has been created in the breathtaking region of 
Arjeplog in collaboration with the Silver Resort. 

This unusual location offers you several Event- 
IGLOOs covering a total area of approximately  
800 m². including a bar, a spa area and 10 
sleeping IGLOOs. Set in natural light, the inter-
play of the illumination and snow art creates 
an extraordinary atmosphere and is unique 
everywhere you look. Be our guest and pay us 
a visit for an unforgettable experience in the 
Arctic ice.

IN THE FAR NORTH  
OF SWEDISH LAPLAND…

The IGLOOTEL offers you many different options. Whether you are travelling 
on your own, as a couple, in a group or as a company, a stay in the IGLOOTEL 

is an unforgettable experience for any target group. Spend the night in one 
of the artistically designed IGLOOs, enjoy drinks and a hot meal in one of the 
breathtaking event IGLOOS or in our ice and snow bar. Outside, in our Aurora 
area, you can delight in a wood-fired round sauna and our hot tubs, enjoying 
the special setting while relaxing under the open polar sky.
When you spend the night in the IGLOOTEL you have the choice of staying in 
a standard IGLOO or in a romantic IGLOO. All IGLOOs  have their own individual, 
unique design and only differ in the number of people  they can accommodate.  
Whereas 4-6 guests can be accommodated in standard IGLOOs (families with 
children up to a maximum of 6), you can book a romantic IGLOO, which is 
 exclusively for you and your companion.

VISIT THE IGLOOTEL…
IGLOO DAY

Discover the IGLOO feeling with a guided tour round the IGLOOTEL including a 
welcome drink. Arrive, experience and feel good. We will show you round the 
IGLOOTEL with its artistically designed rooms.

Are you interested in how the IGLOOs are built? We will show you how they 
are constructed, from producing the snow to completion. All IGLOOs are  fitted 
with wooden floors and radiate a pleasant, comforting atmosphere. Don’t 
miss this unique tour.

Services:
• Welcome drink
• Guided tour around the IGLOOTEL

• Presentation on how they are constructed

IGLOO DAY PLUS

IGLOO day programme plus a hot meal. Available for 4 people upwards.

Services:
• Welcome drink
• Guided tour around the IGLOOTEL

• Presentation on how they are constructed
• Hot meal

IGLOO NIGHT ONLY

Grasp the opportunity and spend a night in the IGLOO. We will provide you 
with a cosy polar sleeping bag for the night. You will spend the night in a 
unique setting on soft reindeer hides and mattresses. Of course, you are 
always   welcome to pamper yourself in our bar, the sauna* and the outdoor 
hot tubs*.  Our open fire IGLOO gives you an ideal opportunity to enjoy the 
Northern  Lights basking by the fire. (* Subject to an extra charge).
 
Services:

• Guided tour around the IGLOOTEL

•  Overnight accommodation in the IGLOOTEL (standard IGLOO or   
romantic IGLOO)

• Polar sleeping bag with liners (on a hire basis)
• Scandinavian breakfast including tea and coffee

IGLOO NIGHT PACKAGE

The all-round snow and ice package. Spend the night romantically as a couple 
or with friends or family with up to 6 people in an individually designed IGLOO. 
A unique experience providing memories you will never forget. Immerse your-
self in the magical snow world and enjoy an evening that is second to none.

Services:
• Welcome drink
• Guided tour around the IGLOOTEL

• Hot evening meal
• Tea and coffee
• Use of the sauna and hot tubs 
•   Overnight accommodation in the IGLOOTEL (standard IGLOO or  

romantic IGLOO)
• Polar sleeping bag with liners (on a hire basis)
• Scandinavian breakfast including tea and coffee



SPEND A WEEKEND IN 
THIS MAGICAL PLACE…  

IGLOO ADD-ONS

Other opportunities at the IGLOOTEL:

• Use of the sauna in the heated health area of the IGLOOTEL.
•  Use of the wood-fired round sauna in the Aurora area: As well as our 

 »normal« sauna, you have the option of relaxing in a wood-fired round sauna 
in the Aurora area. Romantically as a couple or in company with friends.

•  Use of the hot tubs in the Aurora area: Our hot tubs are integrated into the 
snow, in an IGLOO open at the top. Relax in hot water (about 40  degrees 
Celsius) in our outdoor whirlpools and, with a bit of luck, the Northern 
Lights will light up the night sky for you.

•  Hot tubs »exclusive«: Exclusive use of the whole hot tub area (includes  3 
outdoor whirlpools) including an open bar in the Aurora area and a glass 
of sparkling wine for each guest. Ideal for celebrations with friends, 
 colleagues or acquaintances.

•  Catering: We will be pleased to organise a buffet or a multi-course menu 
evening meal.

 
If you want to use and book our add-ons, please let us know in advance.

EVENTS IN THE IGLOOTEL…

IGLOO EVENT

Do you want to surprise your clients? Do you want to motivate your staff 
with a special incentive? Or do you just want to organise a celebration in an 
 incomparable setting? 
Whether it involves evening events, presentations, publications, exhibitions or 
weddings - an event in the IGLOOTEL will ensure that all guests will leave with 
lasting, positive memories.

Additional activities, such as an action-packed snowmobile safari, a romantic 
dog sled ride, a snowshoe hike communing with nature, traditional ice angling 
or a fascinating Northern Lights safari round off your visit to the IGLOOTEL. We 
will be pleased to put together a special package tailored to your requirements.

IGLOO AFTERWORK PARTY

Finish off an eventful day in the bar at the IGLOOTEL. A cold drink, good music 
and unforgettable impressions all add up to a successful evening. The IGLOOTEL  
Afterwork Party is held every Thursday from 8 p.m. in the IGLOOTEL  bar.

You will find current dates and special events at www.iglootel.de.

DIRECT FLIGHT  TO 
LAPLAND WITH 

OPTIONAL  
ACTIVITIES…

Snowmobile safari 
With the snowmobile, with the buzz of speed through thick forests and over 
frozen lakes, together with experienced guides. Everything is possible from a 
beginner tour to a professional adventure.

Rally-on-Ice
Drive and slide over a frozen lake and  experi-
ence pure driving pleasure.
The rally is driven with vehicles converted   
for rallies.

SpeedCar-on-Ice
If the car is a bit too much for you and you 
are looking more for almost direct contact  
with the ground with at least the same  
 driving pleasure, speed car on ice is just right  
for you.

Dog sled tour
Dog sled trips have a long tradition in Scandinavia.  
 There is hardly any better way to move through 
Lapland’s wilderness in winter.
You take your place on a dog sled that is driven by a 
musher (dog sled driver) and glide soundlessly through 
the snow.

Moose safari
You will meet close up the Swedish national symbol  
and the king of the forest. Its size and majestic  stature 
 fascinates visitors every time.

Snowshoe hiking
You step out into the winter landscape on snowshoes 
in a small group instructed by a local (English-speaking) 
guide and enjoy the unique peace and expanse of the 
untouched winter landscape. 

Other activities 
Driving-on-Ice experiences, ice fishing and a visit to the Båtsuoj Sami Centre.

IGLOO WEEKEND PACKAGE

Would you like to escape your everyday routine and plunge into a world of 
snow and ice? Then our IGLOOTEL weekend package and a short break in 
 Swedish Lapland is just the thing for you. An adventure holiday surrounded by 
a breathtaking mountain panorama in the middle of Europe‘s last wilderness.

Services:
•  Direct return flight with FlyCar from Hanover, Stuttgart, Munich,  

Frankfurt Hahn or Birmingham to Arvidsjaur.
•  Two nights in a Silver Resort hotel  

(Hotel Kraja or Hotel Silverhatten) 
•  One night in a standard IGLOO or romantic IGLOO (your hotel room will be 

kept for you during your IGLOOTEL overnight stay)

• Three Scandinavian breakfasts 
•  English-speaking tour around the IGLOOTEL  

followed by a hot meal in the IGLOOTEL

•  Use of saunas and whirlpools in the IGLOOTEL and Silver Resort
• All required local transfers 
• English-speaking tour guides



OPENING TIMES

The IGLOOTEL Lapland is open for you from mid-January until beginning  of April  
 (depending on the weather, further information on our website).  Tours are 
conducted every day to the following conditions: Mon-Fri:  12 p.m.-4:30 p.m.,    
Sat/Sun 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Start of the last tour at 4 p.m.). Group tours are 
always available by arrangement.
Overnight guests can book in at 6 p.m. (changes on request). Groups and 
events on request. We would be delighted to put together an individual 
package  for you.
The IGLOOTEL Afterwork Party is held every Thursday from 8 p.m. (subject to 
change, latest information and dates at www.iglootel.de)
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